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About This Game

With innovative technologies such as fly-by-wire controls, sophisticated systems for night and all-weather operations and the
ability to carry a variety of weapons, the F-16 continually proves to be the workhorse of the USAF. Victorious in all of its air-to-

air engagements, the awesome reputation of the F-16 is undisputed.
Features

Authentic Lockheed Martin approved flight model and avionics

Flight tested by Lockheed Martin F-16 Chief Test Pilot, John Fergione

Get airborne and begin combat in minutes

Fast 3Dfx™ support, up to 1024 x 768 with Voodoo2™ [Incredible with SLI]

Fully interactive 3D virtual cockpit accurately reflects the F-16's current conditions and can be viewed at any time

40 single player missions plus 12 multiplayer missions - 6 deathmatch and 6 A.W. (Air War) cooperative missions
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Mission design tool to create your own scenarios and share them with friends

Use F-16's LANTIRN for night vision and precision bombings

6 degrees of freedom graphics system for unrestricted views of the action

FREE Large-scale Internet play via NovaWorld — go head-to-head with over 120 F-16 Multirole Fighters, MiG-29
Fulcrums and F-22 Raptors in one arena
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Title: F-16 Multirole Fighter
Genre: Simulation
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NovaLogic
Publisher:
NovaLogic, THQ Nordic
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Hands down this is one of the best indie game ive played so far. Deep atmosphere, creepy scenery and some evil looking
monsters! One of the few, true survival horror games out there, where you have to manage your ammo and your heal items. The
crates is a very nice addition to the whole package.
Respect guys for fixing it! Also the ending left me hanging!
. A different (but very fun!) take on the classic Bridge Builder series. This time around, the focus is more on completing various
objectives within the levels and creating the missing roads to do just that, and less on "How do I get a 30 ton truck over a
wooden bridge" using my tiny budget.
It's challenging if you want to go for the achievements, but just playing a random level, raising that ramp just a tiny bit further
and see how much we can hit is just what I like in a casual game.. well, this game so good, but sometimes crash in middle game
AND when loading to menu, i will fix this review if i dont have any FPS issues again, my pc not low specs and it runs more
heavy game without any lag, this game only 15fps and i hate it

FIX PERFORMANCE PLEASE/// 6/10 rating. You can't complain about free VR. It isn't an experience I'd use to demo to
folks who are trying the headset for the first time, but maybe a second experience for someone who likes sci-fi but isn't a
gamer.. There is not to much to this game. Its frustrating to kill anything since it has no real aiming mode. The environment that
is destructible is just trees and some small stuff but nothing much to be excited about. The "OmegaLodon" is lame and can't
fight back really well at all when being shot at. It doesn't feel like there is an objective when playing this game online. There is
no description or story to the game at all. The community will probably die fast due to all the reasons I am mentioning. It doesn't
have an Offline mode which is annoying and it would be nice to play with some bots to understand this game more and get a
feel for what this game can offer. The graphics are retro which is charming but the overall feel of the game doesn't feel
finished. It feels clunky and not really polished. I wouldn't recommend this game at its current state and I hope some patches
have come out that fix the issues this game has.. To get an idea of the gameplay, just check out the videos as i think they
represent it fairly well. It's a cartoonish VR Shooter with some twists and cool boss battles.

I got this game on sale. I was keeping an eye on it after many zombie shooter, horror games, war games, fight games etc..I
needed something more happy and positive. I think it's actually good.. Thumbs up for the cartoonish world inspired by
Pokemon. Graphics are simple but neat in VR. Runs flawlessly with 1.8 Super Sampling (on g1 1080), i guess it could be even
more. As far as i played i didn't notice mayor flaws in the gameplay nor in the presentation. The other way around: i've been
beating a couple of bosses and they were nicely done. I enjoyed the positive vibes and the funny translations. It's trippy stuff
overall, so if you are into trippy VR games you will like this one as well. Makes me want to get back inthere later on. In case i
will change my mind about something I will edit this review.. Gorry ♥♥♥♥ing Fun. how do i walk lol
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This is, by far the best hidden object game that I've played around here so far. Actually, it would be demeaning to call it only a
hidden object game. In-depth psychosis depicted with great atmosphere and a neatly arranged storyline. Our serial killer 'Oscar'
- nice reference to Oscar Wilde, creator of Dorian Gray - is worth meeting. The methods and artistic demeanor of our
host\/psychopath makes him a character to remember. I'd like to add that the art work is well above the ordinary expected from
the HOG genre. Besides being a well arranged adventure, including some well thought puzzles and a wide range of areas to
explore, a bonus chapter awaits at the end, for an epilogue. I warn you though; there is no happy ending in Oscar's domain!. If
you are into countryballs satyre, it's well worth buying.
As for the gameplay, simply put, it's about a Polandball trying to get into space. During your voyage, you get to meet other
countryballs, who may either help you or damage your spacecraft. While at it, you have to collect coins, which are used for
modifying your spacraft. It's a simple game, yet very enjoyable.. The art style wasn't top notch but the story was interesting
enough to keep me engaged. It had some awesome twists I didn't expect. And it's free so I recommend you play it and form your
own opinion.. I honestly don't think this game has any cons. Ever since i bought the first EP i knew things would get even better
from there on, but to think it would make me feel so emotional and this good. Who would have thought.

If you're thinking about whetever you should or not buy the triology, do it.

Maybe the only bad part is that it actually ends. Besides that, to me, everything was utterly flawless.. Like this kind of games.
that is why i'm so critic with this genre. the DwarfCorp gives nothing more then other games, not graphics and gameplay wise
but still looks promising. after the last update, unfortunately the dwarfes not helping each others, every task done by one dwarf.
the miners are just hanging around while one of them working hard, the craftdwarfs not helping to build things, just one guy
running and doing things. this is disapointing as this issue was not up before the update. hope it gets fixed, otherwise cannot
recommend this game so far...
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